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AAI-profiler: fast proteome-wide exploratory analysis reveals taxonomic identity, misclassification and contamination
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ABSTRACT

We present AAI-profiler, a web server for exploratory analysis and quality control in comparative genomics. AAI-profiler summarizes proteome-wide sequence search results to identify novel species, assess the need for taxonomic reclassification and detect multi-isolate and contaminated samples. AAI-profiler visualises results using a scatterplot that shows the Average Amino-acid Identity (AAI) from the query proteome to all similar species in the sequence database. Taxonomic groups are indicated by colour and marker styles, making outliers easy to spot. AAI-profiler uses SANSparallel to perform high-performance homology searches, making proteome-wide analysis possible. We demonstrate the efficacy of AAI-profiler in the discovery of a close relationship between two bacterial symbionts of an omnivorous pirate bug (Orius) and a thrip (Frankliniella occidentalis), an important pest in agriculture. The symbionts represent novel species within the genus Rosenbergiella so far described only in floral nectar. AAI-profiler is easy to use, the analysis presented only required two mouse clicks and was completed in a few minutes. AAI-profiler is available at http://ekhidna2.biocenter.helsinki.fi/AAI.

INTRODUCTION

Whole-genome shotgun sequencing has propelled the reevaluation of taxonomic classifications and the emergence of single-cell genomics is vastly expanding knowledge about biodiversity (1). In all these application domains, direct comparison of sequence data is a quicker way to get an overview of taxonomic and phylogenetic relationships than searching the original literature on taxonomic classification. Unfortunately, metadata in sequence databases can be out-of-date, using old synonyms or be entirely misclassified. Correct metadata is important because many inference methods test the congruence of sequence trees with the species tree (taxonomy) assuming that species assignments of the sequences are correct. Such applications include tree reconciliation to identify speciation, gene duplication events (2) and lateral gene transfer events (3), lowest common ancestor (LCA) approaches for taxonomic profiling in metagenomics (4) and assignment of the last common ancestor taxon to a cluster of sequences (5).

Pairwise overall genomic relatedness indices (OGRIs (6)) have gained popularity in species discovery and delineation in recent years. OGRIs overcome some of the limitations of gene-based computational tests such as the limited resolution of 16S rRNA gene sequences and missing data in Multilocus Sequence Analysis (MLSA) (7). Measures of overall genomic relatedness include the Karlin genomic signatures, Average Nucleotide Identity (ANI), Average Amino Acid Identity (AAI), super-trees, and in silico Genome-to-Genome Distance Hybridization (GGDH) (8). In particular, a switch is anticipated from the classic polyphasic to a genomic microbial taxonomy to avoid phenotypic characterization using time-consuming laboratory tests (8–11).

Here, we introduce AAI-profiler, a user-friendly web server which computes AAI between a query proteome and all target species in the Uniprot database. In contrast to several existing tools (12–15) that only compare either two species, a small predefined set of species or are directed to metagenomics, AAI-profiler takes the proteome of just one species as input and automatically searches the protein database for species with similar proteins. AAI-profiler is similar to the MiGA web site (http://microbial-genomes.org/) that implements a suite of metagenome and genome comparative analyses including AAI distance searches. Using SANSparallel (16) instead of BLAST, AAI-profiler has a faster response time but the most important difference is that the Uniprot database searched by AAI-profiler has a
larger representation of species (809 540 unique labels) than the prokaryotic reference genome collections searched by MiGA (1927 references in NCBI RefSeq and 11 566 references in NCBI Prok).

AAI-profiler is powered by SANSparallel (16), a fast homology search tool. The homology search detects neighbours down to ~50% sequence identity, which is sufficient to identify neighbouring bacterial genera or mammalian families. The query species is represented by its proteome (protein sequences in FASTA format). Comparing amino acid sequences rather than nucleotide sequences allows AAI-profiler to be practically applied to eukaryotes. Eukaryotic genomes are hundreds to thousands of times longer than bacterial genomes but, given their lower gene density, a eukaryote’s proteome is typically only ten times larger than that of a bacterium. For example, the Escherichia coli and ferret genomes are about 5 Mb and 2.4 Gb long and encode about 5000 and 48 000 proteins, respectively (NCBI genomes, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome). Using SANSparallel, AAI-profiler is capable of processing a bacterial proteome in a few minutes and a eukaryotic proteome in an hour.

The results of AAI-profiler are presented in a two-dimensional scatterplot. The horizontal axis is AAI, where several sources put the species boundary ~95% AAI (11). Sister species and sister genera have successively lower AAI values (Figure 1A). The vertical axis is coverage, i.e. the proportion of matched protein pairs. Species with completely sequenced genomes give more robust AAI estimates than species with small samples, because different protein families evolve at different rates. The data points in the scatterplot are coloured according to taxonomic groupings, making it easy to visually spot exceptions to the expected monophyletic pattern. One expects that taxa are monophyletic and therefore distances within a taxon should be smaller than distances between species from different taxa. Thus, the expected pattern shows the species and genus of the query proteome in a uniformly coloured cluster at the highest AAI values (Figure 1B). In many cases, however, we see incongruently labeled species interspersed within this ‘self’ cluster. At high coverage of the query proteome (high ‘matched fraction’), these exceptions are due to misclassified or mislabeled samples. At lower coverage, they signal contamination or, possibly, horizontal gene transfer.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

System architecture

AAI-profiler makes use of three servers: the web server for handling user requests, SANSparallel for protein homology searches (16) and DictServer for associating taxonomic metadata to the search results. SANSparallel and DictServer are maintained by our group (see http://ekhidna2.biocenter.helsinki.fi/sanspanz/) with monthly updates of the Uniprot sequence and taxonomy databases downloaded from http://uniprot.org. The computations in AAI-profiler are done by a Python script. All plots are generated using Plotly (https://plot.ly/javascript/) and KronaTools (https://github.com/marbl/Krona/wiki) (17).

AAI computation

We compute one-sided and bidirectional AAI profiles for a query proteome (protein sequences in FASTA format). We use SANSparallel to retrieve homologous proteins from Uniprot. Species information is retrieved from the OS tag in the Uniprot headers. Taxonomic metadata is retrieved from the DictServer. For each query protein, we retain the match to all database species with the highest bitscore. One-sided AAI profiles are based on a many-to-one mapping from query proteins to the target proteins of a database species. We define multiplicity as the number of query proteins having a match in the target species divided by the number of distinct target proteins. For example, if some protein family has expanded in the query species to a large number of paralogs, multiplicity can be larger than one. The effect can be notable if (pseudo)proteins encoded by transposable elements are included in the query proteome. Bidirectional AAI profiles are based on a one-to-one mapping, where we exclude the match of a query protein to a database protein if a higher scoring match exists for either sequence. The multiplicity of bidirectional hits is one by definition. The counts of matches per species are tallied in sequence identity bins which have a width of 1%. Sequence identity is computed per aligned positions in the alignment returned by SANSparallel. AAI is the average of sequence identities of all matched pairs between the query proteome and a database species, where each query protein has a weight of one. Query proteins with no matches (as reported by SANSparallel) have zero weight.

Scatterplots

The server shows scatterplots similar to Figure 1B. The horizontal axis shows AAI between the query and database species. The average is computed over the best match per database species over those query proteins, for which SANSparallel reports a match. The vertical axis shows the fraction of query proteins that have a match in the species. Species with higher AAI (to the right) are more closely related to the query than species with lower AAI (further to the left). If the query proteome is present in Uniprot, you see a dot near the top right corner (1.0, 1.0). Related species form a cloud to the left-and-down. More distant related taxa have low AAI and low coverage because match counts are based on ~100 nearest hits in the database. At the bottom, there is a band of matches from species for which only individual proteins have been sequenced. Data points are coloured according to genus (bacteria) or order (eukaryota). Eukaryotic species are marked as diamonds, bacteria as circles, archaea as crosses and anything else (viruses, metagenomes, unclassified samples) as squares.

AAI histograms

The server shows histograms of the distribution of AAI values of the top ranked species (top part of Figure 1A). Species are ranked based on the product of AAI and coverage, i.e. the sum of sequence identity values over all matched query proteins. Comparing species with fully sequenced genomes, the mode shifts to lower AAI values and the peak gets wider as the species diverge. Sometimes you see a low
Figure 1. (A) The principle of AAI-profiler, using colour to indicate database species related to the Query species at species level (orange), genus level (light gray), or phylum level (yellow). Top: Distributions of pairwise sequence identities between proteins of the Query proteome and their best match in a species in the database. Bottom: Cladogram showing nested taxonomic groupings. Different genes evolve at different rates, broadening the distributions of taxa which are more distantly related to the Query species. The vertical lines indicate that, for a given Query proteome, the proteome-wide average of the pairwise sequence identities (Average Amino-acid Identity, AAI) correlates with taxonomic distance. (B) AAI-profiler scatterplot for bacteria symbiont BFo1 of *Frankinella occidentalis*. Selected bacterial genera are highlighted by different colours. The dot nearest coordinates (1,1) is the query species. Species of the genus *Erwinia* occupy the range AAI > 0.9. The inset shows a pie chart from the taxonomic profile view: the majority of query proteins have a closest match in *Erwinia* species.

ranked species with a narrow peak at higher AAI values; its position in the ranking is then due to a low total count of matches.

**Taxonomic profiles**

The main purpose of AAI-profiler is to show the species neighbours of the query proteome. As a side product, we produce a taxonomic profile akin to metagenomics analysis. The taxonomic profile is based on mapping each query protein to the closest neighbour in the database, and binning the queries based on this target species. The target species counts are weighted by the percent-identity of the match to the query. The profile shows the frequencies of target species and can be inspected at different levels of the taxonomic hierarchy. When the query species is already included in the database, it will dominate the taxonomic profile, so we additionally generate a second taxonomic profile excluding hits to the top ranked species.
Availability
AAI-profiler is available as a web server at http://ekhidna2.biocenter.helsinki.fi/AAI. The scripts can also be downloaded and run locally using remote databases.

RESULTS
Here, we discuss examples of AAI-profiler analyses. We use published data and corroborate many findings described in the scientific literature. The AAI-profiler generated plots for all examples are viewable online at http://ekhidna2.biocenter.helsinki.fi/AAI/examples/.

Taxonomic identification (The good, ...)  
Facey et al. (18) took a comprehensive comparative genomics approach to investigate two prominent bacterial symbionts (BFo1 and BFo2) isolated from geographically separated populations of western flower thrips (Frankliniella occidentalis), an important pest insect in agriculture. They concluded that BFo1 is a close relative to Erwinia aphidicola and that BFo2 represents a highly novel species that may be related to known Pantoea. These conclusions are confirmed by AAI-profiler analysis (which only takes two mouse clicks). What is more, we identify the true identity of BFo2.

BFo1 clearly clusters with the genus Erwinia (Figure 1B). The closest match is to Erwinia aphidicola, which has only a few proteins in the database. Other Erwinia species (orange cloud) match with higher AAI values than other genera, as expected for a monophyletic clade. The small pie chart shows the fraction of query proteins whose nearest non-self-neighbours come from Erwinia.

Highlighting misclassification (... the bad, ...)  
The second symbiont of Frankliniella occidentalis, BFo2, matches a tentatively assigned Tatumella sp. OPLPL6 (19) at 98% AAI (Figure 2A). However, known Tatumella species and other Erwiniaeeae pile up around 75% AAI, suggesting a phylum-level relationship to Tatumella (13). The closest matches near the horizontal axis include four Rosenbergiella (20–21) species (Figure 2A). At the time of writing, the Uniprot database contained only 19 proteins from four Rosenbergiella species. Fortunately, the genome of Rosenbergiella nectarea has been sequenced and its predicted proteome is available from NCBI (https: //www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ genome/?term=Rosenbergiella). A reverse search using the proteome of R. nectarea as query shows that the nearest matches are bacteria symbiont BFo2 of F. occidentalis and Tatumella sp. OPLPL6 at 94% AAI (Figure 2B). The high AAI to R. nectarea identifies strains OPLPL6 and BFo2 as belonging to the genus Rosenbergiella. To further validate the proposed reclassification, we used the MAFFT server (22) to generate multiple sequence alignments and phylogenetic trees of the rpoB, gyrB and atpD proteins of R. epipactidis and 100 homologues retrieved with SANSparallel. The four Rosenbergiella species, OPLPL6 and BFo2 formed a monophyletic clade within Erwiniaeae in all trees with 99%, 95% and 87% bootstrap support, respectively (data not shown).

Contamination in bacterial pan proteomes (... and the ugly)
There are a small number of species which occur repeatedly in an unexpected position in AAI-profiler scatterplots. One of these cases is Chlamydia trachomatis. For example, the taxonomic profile of Lactobacillus crispatus 125-2-CHN shows 10% Chlamydia trachomatis. Tracking down the origin of this label required a bit of detective work. Chlamydia are taxonomically classified in a separate order Chlamydiales. Many strains of these pathogens have been sequenced. The AAI profiles of several Chlamydia strains show no trace of Lactobacilli. It turns out that Uniprot’s organism source (OS = ) metadata can use the species name as the label for several strains. Thus, the information about which strain was sequenced is hidden from AAI-profiler.

In the December 2017 release of Uniprot, the Chlamydia trachomatis (CHLTH) pan proteome was composed of 16 strains and contained 25 858 proteins. The whole pan proteome has an extremely diverse composition (Figure 3A). The taxonomic profile showed a mixture of only 17% Chlamydiaeae (self-hits to Chlamydia trachomatis were excluded), 38% Firmicutes, 25% Actinobacteria, 8% Bacteroidetes, 6% Tenericutes and 3% Fungi. The protein counts of the component strains range from 884 to 7320. One of these strains, SwabB4 (http://www.uniprot.org/proteomes/UP000044845), has 3922 predicted proteins and is a mixture of 72% Lactobacillus and 25% Chlamydia (Figure 3B). Most likely, the genomic samples of other strains that were incorporated into the pan proteome are multi-isolates like SwabB4. Clearly, a check of genome quality with AAI-profiler would be beneficial to ensure high quality derived data in databases.

DISCUSSION
The main uses of AAI-profiler are in exploratory analysis and quality control in selecting data sets for comparative genomics. AAI-profiler reports sequence-based distances from the query proteome to other species. One strength of AAI-profiler is that it reveals inconsistencies in database metadata, unlike taxonomic profiling, and that it requires only one query proteome, unlike servers that generate pairwise AAI histograms or distance matrices from a user-defined set. At present, AAI-profiler is a visualization tool but the AAI concept can also be used to train classifiers for the identification of taxonomic affiliation (13).

By performing a proteome-wide search, AAI-profiler can pick up neighbour species with high AAI despite their being sparsely represented in the database. Such cases are easily missed by phylogenetic analyses of selected gene or protein families. A case in point is the analysis of BFo2. AAI-profiler analysis revealed a close relationship between an unclassified (BFo2) and a misclassified (Tatumella sp. OPLPL6) symbiont of two insect species and placed them in the genus Rosenbergiella, which has several well-characterized species with type strains (20–21). The two insect symbionts and Rosenbergiella are linked ecologically by a food chain. OPLPL6 (19) colonizes insects of the genus Orius (minute pirate bug), which feed mostly on smaller insects, including thrips, but will also feed on pollen and vascular sap. BFo2 (18) was isolated from the gut of Frankliniella occidentalis (western flower thrips), which lays its eggs in
Figure 2. (A) AAI-profiler scatterplot for bacteria symbiont BFo2 of Franklinella occidentalis. The dot nearest coordinates (1,1) is the query species. (B) AAI-profiler scatterplot of Rosenbergiella nectarea. Only a few Rosenbergiella proteins are included in the Uniprot database. The query proteome was obtained from NCBI genomes. Rosenbergiella, OPLPL6 and BFo2 form a closely related group which is distinct from other genera within Erwiniaaceae around 75% AAI.
Figure 3. The *Chlamydia trachomatis* pan proteome illustrates data contamination due to mislabeled multi-isolate samples. (A) The AAI-profiler scatterplot of the *Chlamydia* pan proteome shows a complex mixture of several species. The pie chart (inset from taxonomic profile view) shows that a minor fraction of query proteins in the *Chlamydia trachomatis* pan proteome have a nearest match in *Chlamydia*. (B) The AAI-profiler scatterplot of *Chlamydia trachomatis* strain SwabB4 shows a superposition of two species (*Lactobacillus crispatus* [orange dots] and *Chlamydia trachomatis* [blue dots]). The pie charts (inset from taxonomic profile view) show the proportion of the two genera in the sample.
plants, often flowers. Finally, several *Rosenbergiella* species have been isolated from floral nectar, and have spread worldwide using insect vectors (21).

Many inconsistencies revealed by AAI-profiler have been noted before by sequence database curators, but they are buried in notes and remarks in an unsystematic way. AAI-profiler performs the search on the whole proteome and presents a summary report. On the NCBI website, many species with whole-genome sequences of multiple strains have links to a Genome Tree report. For some, but not all, species with multiple strains, NCBI genomes shows a dendrogram based on genomic BLAST and presents clade identifiers and a precomputed Genome neighbour report. Uniprot has clustered all proteins into unstructured sets (5). To our knowledge, the scatterplot visualization of sequence neighbours is unique to AAI-profiler. A similar looking plot of a large number of pairwise species comparison neighbours is unique to AAI-profiler. A similar visualization of sequences has been used to propose absolute AAI cut-off values for taxonomic classification (23). In our experience with AAI-profiler, species and genus boundaries can be tighter or more relaxed in different branches of the taxonomy. Relative to a given query, however, AAI distances increase monotonically in a nested hierarchy and this test of monophyly is easily assessed with AAI-profiler.
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AAI-profiler is an open source script available from our website (http://ekhidna2.biocenter.helsinki.fi/AAI/#download).
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